Sensorless passivity based control for induction motor via an adaptive observer.
The work of this paper addresses the study and application of control strategies based on the passivity of a sensorless induction motor (IM) in order to guarantee a high performance operation and to increase reliability at a lower cost. This control approach based on the passivity or the energy formulation is generally simple and physically meaningful. It achieves the control objective by reshaping the system natural energy and then injecting a damping term. A full-order adaptive observer is also considered to estimate the IM rotor flux and mechanical speed. These estimated quantities are then used in the control scheme. The observer gain is synthesized in the way that it minimizes the instability zone in the regenerative mode to a line in the torque-speed plane. The control-observer set is tested on the trajectories of the various operating modes (motor mode, regenerating mode and low speed mode).